
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 
Greetings! Welcome to I6! I6 is a easy to learn Role Playing Game intended for whatever 
setting or genre you want! These rules aren’t exactly complete, you need setting info to 
do anything with them. Setting info that I’ll start working on once I get a little feedback 
about I6. 
These rules are written assuming you know what an RPG is, if you don’t check out 
Wikipedia, or one of the thousand RPG quick start rule sets out there on the internet. If 
you have any questions the best way to contact me is on the defcon1.hopto.org forums. 

 
The Basics 
 
The Core Mechanic 
I6 is pretty much driven by this thing. See, whenever you do anything that could fail you 
use the Core Mechanic. 
The Mechanic is this: Whenever the Game Master (GM) tells you to make a Trait roll 
you roll a few six sided dice (d6). The number of dice you roll are based on the rating of 
your character's appropriate Trait, which is determined by what action you’re attempting. 
Your GM will tell you the Target Number (TN) and some times the Scale (Sc) when you 
make the roll. 
The TN is a number form one to five. Each die that rolls a number higher than the TN is 
called a Hit. 
The Scale is how many hits you need to succeed at the roll. 
The shorthand for Trait Rolls is this: Shooting, TN 3, Sc 2. That means you need at least 
two dice to roll a four or higher, IE two hits, to use the game's terminology. 
If the formula has no Scale specified, than the Scale is always one. IE: Shooting, TN 3 is 
has a scale of one. 
 
Opposed Rolls: Sometimes you need to take an action opposed by another character, 
that’s where opposed rolls come in. An opposed roll is just a regular Trait roll with the 
TN equal to another characters Trait. For example, in combat you roll the trait you use to 
attack with a TN usually based on your opponent’s Dodge Trait. 
Sometimes though, another character isn’t just trying to stop another character for doing 
something, they’re trying to do it too! In this case both characters make rolls opposed by 
one the other’s trait determined by the GM. Whoever rolls the most hits beats their 
opponent to the goal. If there is a tie in the rolls, than the opponents roll their traits again, 
if both tie this time, than both characters tie for success. If there’s no way they could tie, 
than just keep rolling until there isn’t one. 
 
Exploding Dice 
Whenever a die rolls a six when making Trait Roll it Explodes! 
That is, you get to roll another die (or the same die if you’re short on dice). You treat that 
die like it was part of trait roll. IE: If it rolls higher than the TN for the roll it counts as a 
Hit for the roll. This means you can succeed at rolls with a Scale higher than your Trait! 
Plus, if any of the extra dice roll six they Explode too! In fact, dice keep exploding like 
this till you run out of sixes. 



 
Curse of Ones 
If the majority your dice somehow come up one, you invoke the Curse. 
The GM makes up something bad (but non-fatal) that happens to your character.  
This doesn't affect the outcome of your Trait Roll; in fact you can still succeed. But 
something bad happens to your character. 
Quick note: The majority of your dice is based on how many dice you had at the start of 
your Trait Roll, Exploding dice don't count. For example: If you rolled three dice, and 
two of them came up one and the last one came up six you would roll another die but 
would still invoke the curse of ones. 

 
Building Heroes 
 
Heroes are made up of two things: Traits and Features. 
 
Traits are rated from one to five, and determine how many dice you roll. Traits are things 
like how easy it is for you to hit something with a weapon, or how strong you are. 
Features don’t have a rating, you either have them, or you don’t. They represent inborn 
traits, or special abilities not possessed by most people. They allow you to do things like 
use magic, or allow you to take more physical punishment. 
 
You get a number of points, determined by the setting, or game master, to divide between 
Traits and Features. Each level of the Trait costs one point, except for the fifth, which 
costs two. There are no set costs for features; each one has its own cost. 
 
You can also use your points to buy gear, such as weapons and tools. Each piece of gear 
has its own cost, like Features. You can find more on gear later in these rules. 
 

Combat 
Combat is played out in a series of ticks. Ticks are a unit of time, equal to about one or 
two seconds in game. As combat consists of the GM counting up ticks until they reach 
one that a combatant can take an action on. Than the combatant takes the action, and the 
GM starts counting up again. 
 
To start a combat, have each participant roll one d6 and add their levels of Awareness. 
The highest roller starts on tick goes first, than the other combatants subtract their rolls 
from the first combatant’s roll. That’s the number of ticks they have to wait before they 
can take their action. 
 
Each round combatants can take one action. They can move up to five yards in an action 
with no penalty. Moving further than five yards increases the Scale of any actions they 
take by one per multiple of five. 
Each action has speed (SPD), that’s how many ticks a combatant has to wait before 
taking their next action. 



If multiple combatants have actions on the same tick, the actions are simultaneous. 
Effects of action aren’t applied until the end of the tick, so no matter who takes their 
action first, neither one actually affects anything before the other. 
 
 
Attacking and Defending 
The procedure for making an attack is this: 
 
Step one: Declare Attack 
Choose your method of attack. This can be unarmed or with a weapon, and what method 
of attack you choose determines what trait you roll. 
 
Step two: Choose Defense 
Now the combatant being attack chooses defense. This either their Dodge trait or the trait 
of the Melee weapon they’re using. Obviously, they can’t choose to defend with a 
weapon trait if they aren’t using a weapon. 
Step three: Work out Modifiers 
Determine any situational modifiers for your Trait and/or Scale; some actions also have 
modifiers to either your Trait or scale. You should also note that most attacks are Sc1 
without modifiers. 
 
Step four: Make the Attack Roll 
Make your trait roll with a TN equal to your opponent’s defense. If you’re roll succeeds, 
you hit your opponent! Go to the next step. Otherwise, your attack misses, and nothing 
happens. 
 
Step Five: Calculate Damage 
Take your weapon’s damage and subtract your combatant’s Brawn trait. That’s your 
Damage rating for this attack. You always have damage rating of at least one. 
 
Step Six: Apply Effects 
Now you deal your damage! First, check the hits from your attack roll. Remember, all the 
hits you needed to the meet the Scale count as one, but extra hits count normally. 
You deal damage equal to your attack’s damage rating for each hit from your attack roll. 
The target marks off a box from their damage track for each point of damage dealt to 
them. 
 
Actions: 
 
Attack-SPD Varies by weapon, six minus brawl for unarmed attacks. 
You make an attack. You can do this with your fists, or a weapon. Either way, you’ll 
bring the pain! 
…if you make the roll that is. 
Check out the rules for making an attack for what this action does, as it’s a bit more 
complicated than usual. 
 



Defend-SPD 5 
You double one of your defense values until your next action. 
Aim-SPD 1 to 3 
Chose how many ticks this action takes. If you next action is a ranged attack, you get that 
many dice as a bonus to your roll. 
Defensive Posture-SPD 1+ to the actions speed 
Choose an action. That action takes a tick longer to resolve, but your defense value 
doesn’t go down with each successive attack you suffer. 
 
Disarm-SPD is the same as your weapon 
Roll your attack as normal, but instead of damaging your target, they lose whatever 
weapon they’re using. 
 
Incapacitation 
When all your damage boxes have been marked off, your character becomes 
incapacitated. 
Incapacitated combatants can’t do anything. They’re basically sitting ducks, but they’re 
still alive. 
Heroes stay alive until an enemy spends a SPD 4 action to finish them all. 
Optional Rule: If you want to make combat a little grittier, just have characters 
automatically die in Brawn x 5 ticks. An ally can take a SPD 5 action and make a roll 
with the appropriate medical Trait (What trait that is varies by setting, so check your 
setting’s Trait list) to prevent this, however. 
 
Wound Penalties 
When your Hero has less than half their wound boxes, the Scale of all actions are by one. 
 
Healing 
With all this talk of death and mayhem, it’s probably a good time to talk about healing. 
First off, if a character makes an appropriate medical trait roll (again, check out your 
setting’s trait list) with a TN equal to your six minus your Brawn, you recover one wound 
box per hit. 
You can also heal naturally, how fast you heal depends on tour setting and your GM’s 
preference. Here are a few options for how fast you heal: 
 
*You recover all your wounds whenever the GM says 
*Recover a number wounds equal to your brawn every eight hours of rest 
*Recover wounds equal to your brawn every week 


